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DIGITAL TRANSPARENCY LOOPHOLES IN THE
2020 ELECTIONS
As the COVID-19 pandemic spread in late March of 2020, a new nonprofit called “Fellow
Americans” posted an ad to Facebook juxtaposing President Trump’s statements
downplaying the virus with a graph showing the exponential growth of cases. The ad
went national when it was copied by the Democratic super PAC Priorities USA Action,
which spent $6 million airing the message under Priorities’ own name, and which led
the Trump campaign to send cease-and-desist letters to stations disputing the ad’s
characterization of the president’s comments.
It is curious that a well-funded super PAC like Priorities—which spent $190 million in
the 2016 cycle, and has already raised $27 million for 20201—would lift an ad from a
mysterious nonprofit when it has ample resources to produce content on its own. More
curious still is that the public cannot fully account for the ads produced and distributed
by Fellow Americans.
To date, Fellow Americans reported to the Federal Election Commission (FEC) that it
has spent around $140,000 on anti-Trump ads this election cycle.2 Yet political ad
archives maintained by Facebook and Google only show around $6,000 in ad spending
from Fellow Americans.3
This is not an isolated case. In the weeks leading up to Super Tuesday, the dark money
group “Big Tent Project Fund” reported to the FEC that it spent nearly $4.4 million on
digital ads in the Democratic presidential primary.4
But in an illustration of the limits of self-regulatory efforts by big internet platforms,
only about $165,000 of that spending can be accounted for, and only a fraction of the
ads run by this secretly-funded group appear to be publicly available.5
Following Russia’s use of social media to meddle in the 2016 elections, and facing
pressure from Congress, large platforms like Facebook and Google began voluntarily
instituting new transparency requirements. These companies now maintain a public
repository of political ads, along with information about whom the ads targeted and
the amount spent.
Yet under 4% of FEC-reported digital spending from the Big Tent Project, and just over
4% of FEC-reported spending from Fellow Americans, is showing up in these muchheralded archives; the remainder may have gone to smaller platforms, like

streaming services, which have not created ad repositories. And the FEC-reported
spending likely doesn’t account for all of the paid digital political activity, because other
ads from Big Tent Project appear to be running under fake names, and are not being
reported to the FEC at all.
As the 2020 campaign progresses, the loopholes these groups have exploited will
almost certainly be used by other political operatives—foreign or domestic—to attack
or promote candidates across the political spectrum, leaving the public in the dark
about the content of targeted political ads and making it harder to correct misleading
information. These examples provide a compelling case for Congress to close these
loopholes by adopting across-the-board digital ad disclosure legislation.

Secretly Funded Digital Operations
Little is known about Fellow Americans. The secretly funded nonprofit incorporated in
October 2019, and listed its address at the Democratic law firm Perkins Coie.6 Its
reported payments have gone to a newly created LLC whose address is associated with
the former Obama White House digital director, Nathaniel Lubin.7
We don’t know much about the Big Tent Project, either. The secretly funded nonprofit
was incorporated in Delaware on February 12, 2020,8 and is run by Jonathan Kott, a
former aide to Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV), who said he formed the group after
Democratic donors expressed a desire to thwart Bernie Sanders’ rise in the presidential
primary. 9 Kott told Time that he received six- and seven-figure donations for the group,
but the identities of those donors are not publicly disclosed.10
As nonprofit corporations, Fellow Americans and Big Tent Project are not transparent
about their donors, but they are required to report certain political ad spending to the
FEC.
Take the Big Tent Project. In the three weeks after forming, the group reported to the
FEC a total of $4.8 million on independent expenditures attacking Sanders, around
$4.4 million of which were described as “online/digital advertising.”11 Much of that
digital spending—$4.1 million—came in the final week before the crucial Super
Tuesday elections on March 3, 2020.12
The FEC requires fairly minimal detail on independent expenditure reports: it is
generally sufficient to report spending on “online/digital advertising,” as Big Tent
Project did, without disclosing on which platforms the ads actually ran.
Yet, Big Tent Project’s FEC-reported independent expenditures should show up in
public archives if run on the large platforms. By definition, “independent expenditures”
are ads that expressly advocate for or against a candidate’s election, and therefore, Big
Tent Project’s FEC-reported ads would meet every platform’s definition of “political
advertising.”
So where did Big Tent Project’s ads end up, and what messages did it disseminate to
voters? We don’t really know.
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The Google archive—which includes ads from YouTube and the Google “Adwords”
network—has no record of any ads run under the name “Big Tent Project Fund” or its
variations.13 Google sometimes attributes political ads to the vendors that place them,
but none of Big Tent Project’s vendors show up, either.
Snapchat’s political ad archive also has no record of ads from Big Tent Project or its
vendors.14 Twitter says it is no longer accepting political ads, and neither Big Tent
Project nor its vendors appear in the Twitter archive.15
Facebook (whose archive also captures Instagram ads) includes around 1,900 ads from
Big Tent Project since the group’s formation—but Facebook’s archive discloses that
those ads only cost $164,673 through March 10, far short of the nearly $4.4 million on
“online/digital advertising” reported to the FEC.16
As a result, over 96% of Big Tent Project’s FEC-reported spending is unaccounted for.
Production fees, commissions, and costs associated with the purchase or rental of voter
lists might be embedded in Big Tent Project’s total reported independent
expenditures, but those input expenses would constitute a relatively small percentage
of the overall spending—nowhere near 96%.
Fellow Americans shows a similar pattern. The group has reported $139,552 in
independent expenditures to the FEC, but reported the purpose merely as
“advertising.”17 As of April 7, 2020, the Facebook ad library shows only $5,332 in
spending on an array of ads, many of which never mention Trump at all (and therefore
would not be reportable to the FEC).18 Google’s archive shows $500 in spending on two
TV-style digital ads that did not appear in the Facebook archive, and nothing from the
group’s vendor.19 Neither the group nor its vendor appears in the Snapchat or Twitter
archives. As a result, over 95% of Fellow Americans’ FEC-reported spending remains
unaccounted for.
The most likely explanation for the discrepancy between the amount reported to the
FEC and the amount appearing in the Facebook or other ad archives is that Big Tent
Project and Fellow Americans are running many or most of their ads on less
transparent platforms, such as streaming services. Although Facebook captures the
lion’s share of digital political ad revenue, many other platforms host political ads, so
advertisers seeking to avoid transparency have multiple options.20
As the Washington Post’s Tony Romm reported in February, political ads have been
flooding Hulu and other streaming services in the 2020 election cycle, but there are no
legal requirements that the ads themselves be made publicly available, and streaming
platforms have not adopted voluntary transparency measures like Facebook’s.21
Streaming services, like other digital platforms, offer substantial targeting abilities, so
an ad microtargeted on a platform like Hulu is only seen by the viewers to whom it is
targeted, and not to the public as a whole. That lack of transparency makes it a
challenge to address misinformation, and difficult for candidates who are the subject
of the ads to respond. It also makes it harder for watchdogs, journalists, and law
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enforcement to track spending and detect potential campaign finance violations.
As Romm notes, the absence of transparency requirements for streaming services
“stands in stark contrast with traditional TV broadcasters, such as ABC, CBS, Fox, and
NBC, which for decades have been required to maintain limited public files about
political ads.”22

Big Tent Project’s “United We Succeed”
Big Tent Project also appears to be running Facebook ads under the fake name
“United We Succeed,” and exploiting loopholes in current law to avoid reporting that
spending to the FEC at all.
The “United We Succeed” Facebook page spent nearly $72,000 on ads attacking
Sanders between March 5 and March 17.23 The ad disclaimers state they are “paid for by
United We Succeed,” but United We Succeed does not appear to actually exist. It does
not appear to be a registered corporation, but it does have a website, which describes it
as a “campaign in partnership with The Big Tent Project Fund.”24 POLITICO’s Morning
Score newsletter also tied Big Tent Project Fund to United We Succeed.25
The “United We Succeed” example highlights another flaw in voluntary self-regulation
by the big platforms—in this case, Facebook. It also exposes a gap in federal campaign
finance law.
First, the flaws in Facebook’s verification procedures.
In the 2018 election cycle, Facebook began to require that political ads include a
disclaimer stating who paid for them. However, reporters at outlets like the New York
Times and Vice found that Facebook allowed advertisers to fill in the disclaimer field
with whatever made-up name they chose—like “Mike Pence,” or a “freedom loving
American Citizen exercising my natural law right.”26
In response to cases like these, in August 2019, Facebook announced that “advertisers
will need to provide more information about their organization before we review and
approve their disclaimer” in order to “confirm the legitimacy of an organization.”27 But
these new requirements are easily satisfied: Facebook will allow political ads to run
under the name of any entity that has a website and organizational email address.28
As a result, Facebook allowed the already-mysterious Big Tent Project to run political
ads under the made-up name “United We Succeed,” apparently because Big Tent
Project took the simple step of registering a website for the fake group.29
Big Tent Project didn’t completely disguise its connection to United We Succeed—the
relationship can be discovered with a little digging through Facebook or the United
We Succeed website—but the ease with which this dark money group could launder
its messages using a disclaimer attributed to a fake name demonstrates how porous
Facebook’s verification procedures remain. Moreover, it is difficult to know how many
other made-up names Big Tent Project has used for other Facebook ads.
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Second, the gaps in campaign finance law.
Although the $4.8 million in anti-Sanders ads run by Big Tent Project were reported to
the FEC, the anti-Sanders ads attributed to “United We Succeed” apparently never
were.
Ads from both Big Tent Project and “United We Succeed” similarly focused on the costs
of Sanders’ policies and his record on nuclear waste disposal, but ads attributed to the
latter page were carefully worded to exploit digital gaps in campaign finance law.
Whereas most Big Tent Project ads expressly urged viewers to vote against Sanders—
and thus constituted “independent expenditures” subject to legal reporting and
disclaimer requirements—the United We Succeed attack ads instead ended with an
appeal for voters to “call” Sanders.
If the ads were run on TV, they would have been reported to the FEC as “electioneering
communications.” Under current law, “electioneering communications” are defined as
broadcast — but not digital — ads run near an election that name a candidate, and
which are targeted to that candidate’s voters, even if the ads don’t expressly tell viewers
to vote for or against a candidate.30
United We Succeed’s ads named Sanders and were targeted to voters in places like
Michigan, Mississippi, and Missouri shortly before primary elections in those states.
Those ads would therefore be reportable electioneering communications if run on TV,
but because the ads were run online, Big Tent Project can avoid reporting them to the
FEC at all. The ads can also evade legal disclaimer requirements—which would have
required that the “paid for by” message be attributed to the entity that actually paid for
the ad—meaning that only Facebook’s porous disclaimer rules apply.

Conclusion and Solutions
The loopholes Big Tent Project exploited in the Democratic primary, and those being
exploited by Fellow Americans to attack President Trump, will almost certainly be used
by other political operatives as the 2020 campaign progresses. Yet there are solutions
to the problems highlighted by this case study.
First, Congress should follow the lead of states like New York and adopt across-theboard digital disclosure legislation that places the obligation to maintain political ad
archives on a government agency like the FEC, rather than on platforms like Facebook.
If such legislation were enacted, voters could visit the FEC website and see all of the
FEC-reported digital ads disseminated by a group like the Big Tent Project, rather than
only that subset of ads run on big platforms that created public archives.
This is a slightly different approach than the Honest Ads Act, a federal bill first
introduced with bipartisan support in 2017. That bill requires that larger platforms like
Facebook and Google—specifically, those with over 50 million unique monthly
visitors—collect and create a public archive of political ads run on that platform. Yet, as
the Fellow Americans and Big Tent Project examples demonstrate, when only larger
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platforms maintain archives, political advertisers can sidestep transparency by routing
ad spending to smaller platforms that are not required to make ads publicly available.
If enacted in its current form, the Honest Ads Act would likely not require transparency
for all FEC-reported ads run by Fellow Americans and Big Tent Project.
These problems could be addressed by housing the archive within a government
agency—likely the FEC—and by requiring that political ad purchasers provide the
information directly to that agency. (Platforms wouldn’t be entirely off the hook: they
could be required to prevent evasion by collecting a copy of the information that ad
purchasers must provide to the FEC, and to make that information available to the FEC
upon request.) Such a model would make it harder to sidestep transparency, easier for
journalists to track spending and monitor political messages, and easier for watchdogs
and law enforcement to detect violations of campaign finance law.
Second, the FEC should require political advertisers to report more detail about the
nature of their independent expenditures, such as information about the digital
platforms or ad-buying networks that are distributing the communications. The
agency should also proceed with its long-overdue rulemaking to clarify disclaimer
requirements for digital ads.
Third, Congress should take the long-overdue step of updating campaign finance law
for the 21st century.
Legislation like H.R. 1, the “For the People Act,”31 and the Honest Ads Act32—first
introduced in 2017 with bipartisan support—would formally subject online ads to the
same disclaimer and disclosure requirements that currently apply to ads run on any
other medium.
Bills like these would update campaign finance law for the digital age by extending the
“electioneering communication” definition to include digital ads and clarifying
disclaimer requirements, so that ads like those run by Big Tent Project under the
“United We Succeed” name would be subject to transparency rules.
Finally, Facebook, Google, and other large platforms should strengthen verification
procedures for political advertisers, and require that “paid for by” disclaimers state the
name of the individual or entity that actually paid for the ad—rather than just the
name of a pop-up Facebook page or website.
Unfortunately, it might be too late for Congress and the FEC to enact these solutions
before voters go to the polls in November 2020—although the large platforms might
be able to move more quickly. The problems with dark digital advertising are likely to
get worse before they get better.
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